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ZeroState

ZeroState is based on a mobile app that allows its users to review a product 
in one word.

ZeroState is the world’s first emotional intelligence platform. It 
helps advertisers around the world increase the loyalty of their 
customers by analyzing their emotional involvement.

Advertisers buy ZSC to launch an advertising campaign via the app. Their aim 
is to get feedback from customers, attract their attention and increase sales.

Users receive ZSC from advertisers for writing reviews.

ZSC can be exchanged for ETH or sold in the secondary market. Each month 
ZeroState will allocate 20% of its profits for redeeming the tokens, thus 
increasing their value.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
POWERED BY BLOCKCHAIN
Emotional intelligence (EQ) is what we feel. It is the feelings that are born inside 
us long before our brain can assess the situation, apply social filters and decide 
whether it is «good» or «bad».

ZeroState uses an application to collect such feelings. The users are motivated to 
share as they learn about a new product and earn money at the same time.

ZSCoin (ZSC) tokens are digital assets. In our case, they 
can be used by an advertiser to improve the visibility of 
their product.

Reviews contain signs of 
feelings and emotions or 
evaluations.

ZSС

Base of tokenized feelings and 
emotions associated with products 
and services

ZS

FOUNDATION

REVIEW

Emotional 
intelligence

http://zerostate.io 
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A continuous flow of tokenized feelings from our users creates an independent database of opinions 
on products and services.

The path to customer loyalty lies through emotional involvement. If customers think about your 
brand, they buy it. Manufacturers highly value such feedback and are willing to pay for this kind of 
information.

Our platform is the link between the manufacturer and the user.

BENEFITS FOR THE WORLD

Search engine on a new level

People search for «what» a thing is on Google. We will shift the focus to «how» 
it feels to give the user what they are looking for. By establishing partnerships 
with iTunes and Litres, we developed an emotional search add-in capable of 
suggesting «fun» music or a «wise» book. The same can be applied to on-
line shopping platforms Amazon, E-bay, Alibaba, etc. to upgrade them to 
E-Commerce 2.0.

 

Social network 2.0

On social networks you can only search for people by their interests, but they 
do not always reflect their personality. A ZeroState social network will make 
it possible to find like-minded people. If you live efficiently, you need only to 
type «efficient» to find people who do the same.

Marketplace or Uber-like advertising platform

Users get real money for their reviews out of the advertising campaign budget. 
It increases the number of reviews overall, as well as the share of sincere, 
unbiased reviews, and provides an opportunity to form an objective opinion 
about the product.

Tokenized feelings represent knowledge about emotional ties and 
connections that are core to the relationships.

BENEFITS

http://zerostate.io 
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BENEFITS FOR THE USER

Free participation in promotions

Becoming a ZeroState user is simple: just install the application and sign up for free. Looking 
for information and participating in advertising campaigns is free, too

Bonus for reviews

An advertiser organizes an advertising campaign and determines its budget. A user becomes a 
participant automatically when they leave a review or confirm someone else’s. For each review 
or confirmation their account is credited with ZSC.

Unbiased opinion

Users get bonuses for all reviews, including unfavorable ones. When customers are not forced 
to praise a product, we can obtain a fair and full evaluation.

BENEFITS

Multiple ZeroState tools will help you find:

ZeroState means personal growth for its members, as well as 
access to data on products and services.

Inspiration for self-
actualization

New creative ideas

«Unreachable» or 
unexpected things

Entertainment, games, 
jobs, socialization

http://zerostate.io 
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ZeroState offers advertisers:

Apart from simply reading company information, 
customers also write down their opinions and earn 
money.

There is a rating for each emotion. Every user review 
adds points and promotes a certain entry to the 
top. Your company can become the «coolest» or 
«sweetest», and that will attract users looking for 
exactly these emotions.

Reviews on the app provide the record owner with 
detailed feedback. It can be analyzed to improve the 
product.

Cards on the company page can be sorted by rating 
and emotion. The user can see the «tastiest», «safest», 
«most useful» etc. products. By adding a Buy button 
or a link to your store you get a new sales channel that 
is simple and efficient.

Extremely loyal 
customers

Rating

User feedback 

Emotional price list

BENEFITS FOR THE ADVERTISER

Opportunity to place an advertising campaign and get feedback that 
is quick and unbiased.

Starting a campaign is easy. You need only to create a product card 
and upload an image. The advertising card will be marked to show 
that the customer can earn money for their reviews.

Full and fair statistics on 
their products or services

BENEFITS

http://zerostate.io 
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MARKET

In 2016, 96% of sales ($25 billion out of $27 billion) came from digital 
advertising and the two dominant providers – Google and Facebook 
that together control 54% of the digital advertising market.

Stable growth is expected to continue by 2021 with an overall increase 
of 11%. Digital advertising sales will make up at least 50% of the 
industry, including 56% in the USA, 59% in China, 65% in Australia and 
25% in India.

Although the IT sector is extremely technology-savvy, it does not leverage any mechanisms of interaction with 
information that are easy for people to understand. So, a Google search will produce a lot of hits for «romantic» 
restaurants and none for the nearest one that has been previously rated as «romantic» and actually turned out to 
be such.

* Analysis by ZeroState

Emotional evaluation

Fair rating

Search for like-minded people

Content filters

Search by emotions

Opportunity to earn

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

no

simple

no

minimum

yes

minimum

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

simple

no

no

yes

minimum

no

ZeroState Yelp Facebook Eventbrite Google

Mobile advertising is the key driving force of the entire 
advertising market. Its fastest-growing segments are social 
networks, video platforms and search engines.

56%

59%

65%

25%

USA

China

Australia

India

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

19,2

42,6

68,7

101,4

133,7

166,6

$299 Billion
Internet advertising will remain 
the main trend with a total 
increase of 11% by 2021

REVIEW

Volume of digital advertising

Projected increase in 
digital advertising by 2021

Billion
* forecast

*

http://zerostate.io 
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OUR STRATEGY
The core of the ZeroState platform is an application that can be used in any country of the world. 
Since 2018, it has been downloaded 60,000 times and has 30,000 active users (MAU). 

The project has proved its effectiveness in Russia, and we are ready to 
promote it in global markets. 

Number of users Geography of users

2018

2019

2020

Russia, Western Europe, USA

China, India, Eastern Europe, Western Asia, Africa

Other countries

Europe

America

APAC

Other countries

ACTIVE USERS AS OF THE 
BEGINNING OF 2018

>30,000

GOALS

2019

0

50 million

100 million

150 million

200 million

300 million

400 million

600 million

800 million

1 billion

1,2 billion

2020 2021 2022
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We have already implemented a technical solution that brings together users 
and advertisers for their mutual benefit. You can place advertisements and get 
impressions, clicks and user reviews for a bonus.

The average CPM in ZeroState does not exceed $2, while the market average is 
$4. The average CTR is 0.14%. Placing an advertisement on ZeroState is twice as 
efficient and attractive as on average in the market.

The rapid growth of the advertising industry creates an ever higher demand that is 
difficult to satisfy. Key players are looking for platforms that have an original, fresh 
approach, and ZeroState is the right partner for them.

FUNDS RAISED
We estimate that, depending on the funds raised, one of the following three scenarios can unroll. 
The key factor is the user growth rate.

$20m
Best case scenario

$4m
Worst case scenario

$8m
Moderate scenario

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

8 000

66 900

354 900

829 600

1 013 500

4 200

33 400

177 400

414 800

506 800

800

6 700

35 500

83 000

101 400

$16 400

$157 600

$965 700

$3 118 300

$4 755 800

$4 100

$78 800

$482 800

$1 559 100

$2 379 400

$700

$6 300

$38 600

$124 700

$190 200

$3 300

$31 500

$193 100

$623 700

$951 200

$800

$15 800

$96 600

$311 800

$475 900

$100

$1 300

$7 700

$24 900

$38 000

Revenue,
thnd

Gross profits,
thnd

Fund raised USD Year Target audience,
thnd

The average CPM in 
ZeroState does not 

exceed $2

CPM

CTR 0,14% 
$2

SCENARIOS

http://zerostate.io 
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DEVELOPING THE SYSTEM
Our team has been working on the ZeroState advertising platform for two years. The next 
step is tokenizing user reviews. To do this, we need to implement our blockchain and 
issue tokens to be distributed among advertisers and users.

The application will be enhanced to provide a unique experience, improve the emotional 
self-expression and charging up the user to the Experiential Luxury level that is not 
available on any other services.

Additional value is enabled by the quality and controllability of emotional trajectories 
provided by various service providers on ZeroState.

Initial fund raising 
Team building, launching ZeroState app 
development, 
First prototype and testing 

30,000 active users MAU
First advertisers on the platform
Launching a test pay-for-review system in 
fiat currency

Marketing effort to attract 1 million users
Entering U.S. and European markets
Development of the ZeroState blockchain 
system to tokenize feelings and emotions 
begins

Entering the local markets of India and China

Releasing the app on the 
App Store and Google Play

Presale

4 million users

Launching an E-Commerce solution

Development of a browser extension begins

Development of Knowledgebase for the Internet of 
Things (IoT) begins

ZSC enters cryptocurrency exchanges

Entering the markets of Africa and Latin America
Localization and scaling in the countries of 
presence

2016

2019

2017
November

2018
July

2017

March
2018

December
2018

2020

ROADMAP

http://zerostate.io 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zerostate/id1139783814
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.com.ZeroState
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ZEROSTATE ICO
Selling ZSC tokens is necessary to finance the development and scaling 
of the existing business model. ZSC is designed to provide transparent 
and favorable terms to each token holder.

To achieve this, we need highly skilled professionals, technologies and a growing 
customer base. This, in its turn, requires significant funds and marketing 
capabilities.

To this end, ZeroState will issue a maximum of 100,000,000 ZSCoin tokens with an 
initial market value of 0,00047 ETH per token during the ICO.

ICO STARTS June 21, 2018 at 10:00 (UTC+3)

ICO ENDS August 31, 2018

Token price 0,00047 ETH

Possibility of early termination Yes, when the upper limit of 100,000,000 ZSCoins is 
reached

Technical limit to the quantity of tokens 100,000,000

Regulated distribution Undistributed and unsold tokens are destroyed

Additional issue of tokens No; tokens will be issued only once, at the time of the ICO

Guaranteed methods to buy tokens
Public sale: only Ethereum (ETH)

Private presale: BTC, LTC, ETH, USD from qualified 
investors

Minimum Target US $4,000,000

According to the business plan and the financial model, the company will achieve stable profitability by mid-2019 
regardless of the scenario. Upon that, the company will be able to fulfil its obligation of redeeming tokens by 
allocating 20% of its profits to this end on a monthly basis.

ZeroState Core calculates the value of each state in real time, including the quantity of states for the last month, 
revenue from advertisers, number of new users, etc. It is for this price that the company will offer ZSC to advertisers 
making it always cheaper for them to use ZSC for advertising than fiat currencies. The same price will be used for 
redeeming tokens from the users and investors.

After ZSC enters third-party exchanges in 2018, the price of the token will be determined by its users and advertisers.

Public token sale

JUNE 21, 
2018

ICO START

http://zerostate.io 
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ZeroState ICO will have two stages when the company 
tokens will be offered for sale with special discounts.

Presale

Starts on — March 21, 2018

Ends on — May 31, 2018

Presale plan: $2,000,000.

Tokens Presale package volume: 5 million tokens.

Presale bonus program

Presale bonus: 50%  (55% in case of large volume purchases)

The volume of the bonus tokens for the Presale distribution of the participants: 2,5 million tokens.

Thus, with the purchase of 100 ZSCoin tokens, the participant at the Presale stage actually 
receives 150 ZSCoins tokens.

Public Token Sale

Starts on — June 21, 2018

Ends on — August 31, 2018 (it is possible to extend the Token Sale period).

The minimum target amount to be raised during the Token Sale is $4,000,000.

Tokens Token Sale package volume: 59 million ZSCoins tokens 

Distribution scheme of bonus tokens during Token Sale:

Minimum quantity for 
purchase

ZSCoin
100

2%

3%

10%

20%

65%

Business advisors

Bounty programm

Main team

Reserve fund

Token Sales

ZeroState token distribution

bonus, %
Total tokens for sale 
at a discount, mln

Total tokens for 
bonuses, mln

Total tokens including 
the Token Sale bonus, 
mln

50% 5 2,5 7,5

40% 6 2,4 8,4

30% 7 2,1 9,1

20% 17,5 3,5 21

0% 19 0 19

http://zerostate.io 
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ECONOMICS OF THE PROJECT

The economics of ZSCoin token is based on the operating principle of a «state» – a unit of settlements 
between users who share their feelings (feedback), advertisers who determine a budget for users and 
ZeroState that enables their communication, develops and promotes the system.

The operating principle of a «state» is core to the ZeroState system. It is based on the formulas that 
ensure an unbiased rating of advertising campaigns and fair distribution of funds that become verifiable 
after the blockchain technology is integrated. This mechanism is a company secret and cannot be fully 
disclosed.

Transaction model

ZeroState Core defines the transaction model with the following input data:

Name Definition Status

Impressions
Number of user views per an advertising campaign or an information 
card

implemented

Openings
Number of user clicks per an information card in search for more 
information

implemented

Clicks-through
Number of clicks per an advertiser's link or number of users following 
a link

implemented

Subscribers Number of users subscribed to an advertiser's feed implemented

Shares
Number of times users shared an information card on other social 
networks

planned

States Number of user comments under a card implemented

Rating Overall rating of a card and an advertiser on ZeroState planned

Map
Shows an advertiser's address on the map and volume of information 
for each location

implemented

Feedback
Flow of "states", feelings and emotions from users under an 
advertiser's information card

implemented

Statistics
Summary statistics of how popular a product is, how often it is talked 
about, clicks-through, etc.

implemented

Sales Number of purchases made via an information card advertiser implemented

http://zerostate.io 
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The user is the company’s main asset. As they can earn on their feedback, they draw the attention 
of advertisers to ZeroState, thus motivating the latter to use the application. The user is interested 
in certain content and in expressing their opinions or feelings through social networks. (S)he is also 
motivated by monetary bonuses for their feedback in simple and interesting advertising campaigns.

The advertiser is the main and only paying customer of the system, and also the developer and provider 
of the content for the information resource to grow organically. The advertiser, in their turn, is motivated 
to get higher traffic and improve the visibility of their product or service for users, as well as to receive 
feedback. The advertiser is willing to allocate funds to attract traffic from different platforms.

ZeroState is mainly a platform linking both parties. It develops and monetizes a rating, creates a user 
and customer database, and collects unique emotional and sensual reviews on products and services. 
In future, they will be used to develop the company.

ZeroState offers advertisers paid placement of media content, such as photos, videos and audios to 
be evaluated by users, while using demographic parameters of the audience and their interests. The 
company charges 20% of each advertising budget for hosting and supporting the campaign.

The offer to advertisers is in line with the spirit of the digital advertising market – placing advertisements 
to attract visitors. The advertiser determines the advertising budget depending on the traffic they want 
for the campaign.

The current statistics of the launched advertising campaigns suggest that by spending 10$ on a 
campaign an advertiser gets an average of 15000 impressions, 1000 openings, 50 clicks-through and 
over 1000 different feelings and emotions in the form of user feedback.

Advertiser

IdeMind inc.

ZEROSTATE
APP

Users

$

$
FEE

Advertisement

http://zerostate.io 
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The price of ZSCoin is directly linked to the number of active users and ongoing promotions. The more 
users and promotions there are, the more ZSCoins are bought for settlements in the market. As the 
quantity of tokens is limited and the number of users is growing, the token price will grow as well.

In order to distribute tokens, ZeroState will release 100,000,000 ZSC by running a smart contract on 
Ethereum. The smart contract will exchange ZSC to ETH automatically at the rate established at the 
time of launch.

q1

q2

q3

q4

q1

q2

q3

q4

q1

q2

q3

q4

2018

2018

2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

2020

2020

2020

432 000

1 143 000

2 310 000

4 224 000

7 348 000

12 418 000

20 563 000

33 442 000

53 294 000

82 739 000

123 998 000

177 436 000

$170 000

$550 000

$1 174 000

$2 198 000

$7 742 000

$13 185 000

$21 959 000

$35 903 000

$57 580 000

$90 146 000

$136 646 000

$198 471 000

Moderate scenario Users Revenue 

ZSCOIN TOKEN
The system seamlessly blends fiat and token economies, making it possible to use ZSCoin for 
settlements on more favorable terms. As soon as the number of ZeroState users reaches a certain level 
(approximately 4 million +/- 500 thousand depending on the scenario), ZSC becomes the only means 
of settlement between advertisers and users. Placing an advertisement and participating in a campaign 
will be mediated by tokens.

PROFITABLE SETTLEMENTS

http://zerostate.io 
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After the ICO, ZSCoin tokens will be officially entered on the stock exchange where they can be freely 
exchanged for other tokens. After that we can start developing our own blockchain infrastructure and 
re-issuing ZSCoin tokens.

Token holders will be able to use them in the ZeroState app to launch an advertising campaign and make 
payments to users. Tokens can be stored in a user’s ERC20 cryptocurrency wallet and exchanged for 
other cryptocurrencies in the stock exchange.

Tokens paid for an advertising campaign via the ZeroState app are transferred to the cryptocurrency 
wallets of the users participating in the campaign. The user may exchange them in a stock exchange, 
store them in the cryptocurrency wallet, or sell them for any cryptocurrency to other users directly, 
without using a stock exchange.

Advertisement coins

Se
rv

ic
e

fe
e

stateFeedback
Rating
Sales

Millions of new
cryptocurrency users

Advertiser

ZEROSTATE
CORE

Users

Information
Money
Satisfaction

ZEROSTATE

state coins

$

$

$ $

tokens

coins

coins

coins

Investors

Third-party exchange

ICO

http://zerostate.io 
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ZEROSTATE BLOCKCHAIN

ZeroState Blockchain is a software tool powered by the blockchain technology that facilitates 
the delivery of a large number of simple transactions. In most cases, such transactions include 
transferring tokens between accounts, by analogy with the function of changing blockchain 
status for other popular cryptocurrencies.

ZeroState Blockchain: Basic characteristics

ZeroState Blockchain organizes accounts hierarchically. Transaction blocks are created at regular 
intervals using the PoS system, so that a limited fixed number of nodes determines the composition of 
transactions included in the block. After a block is complete, a set of ZERO nodes is selected based on 
the maximum number of tokens stored in the accounts of the nodes (delegated proof of stake).

ZERO nodes have full control over local nodes and accounts. Each node collects transactions signed by 
local accounts, combines them into a message and then transmits it to the blockchain network. Nodes 
with conflicting messages (double spending) receive a penalty. If tasks are completed successfully, 
ZERO nodes receive a bonus after a certain period expires, for storing ZSCoin at the node. Messages 
from two different nodes are processed simultaneously and do not conflict. All types of transactions, 
save one, need to go through a local node. The only exception to this is a particularly slow transaction – 
«recovery of funds» that is executed if a transaction is rejected by the ZeroState network or a as a result 
of a dispute.

The hierarchical organization of user accounts in the ZeroState Blockchain allows to integrate KYC 
procedure into the sign-up process. KYC enables receiving money in the ZeroState app. All transactions 
and messages are numbered sequentially and can be processed simultaneously within a block. 
Numbering cuts down on the size of a message and, as a result, the network traffic. An account can 
transfer funds to many accounts in one transaction (a record). Accordingly, a block has up to 10 bytes 
of information per a target transaction (account-specific) and up to 20 bytes per a mass transaction 
(several payments in one record). Thus, a ZeroState advertiser can transfer funds to several users who 
created state reviews in one transaction (record). It allows an advertiser to save transaction confirmation 
fees, and lessens the chance of overloading the ZeroState network.

The main purpose of the ZeroState Blockchain is to ensure processing of a transaction flow ranging from 
300 thousand to 3,000 thousand transactions per minute. This level is sufficient to support transactions 
from advertisers to users within the ZeroState app, as well as to support stock exchange transactions. 
Since new nodes added to the network are not able to process the transactions executed before these 
nodes became active, the new nodes will be synchronized with the latest status of the ZeroState 
Blockchain. To facilitate synchronization, the status of the ZeroState Blockchain will be hashed on the 
final block. Changes in the sets of ZERO nodes are also reflected in the block hash to facilitate inspection 
of the accounts of any user without the need to calculate account balance.

All transactions and account service go with a fee. Advertisers pay 20% of all transactions from their 
accounts to the ZeroState account as a service fee. Not more than 10% of the fee determined by the 
user for transaction confirmation will be transferred to the accounts of node managers. The remaining 
revenue will be distributed as dividends among all account holders. Thus, account holders will be more 
motivated to store ZSCoin which will impact its value beneficially and reduce the potential load on the 
network.

http://zerostate.io 
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ZeroState Blockchain is:

• PoS with a possibility to delegate authority

• Multiple payments by advertisers in a single transaction to reduce the fees and the network load

• High level of trust, as nodes receive penalties for double spending

• Availability of a limited number of ZERO nodes responsible for network integrity and facilitating the 
work of the slow nodes with limited capabilities to process transactions

• Hash of all accounts being a part of a block, which ensures instant synchronization with the ZeroState 
Blockchain

• Hierarchical organization of accounts and KYC-based accounts in the ZeroState app

• Dividends for node managers and account holders

ZERO node permissions

A block chain consists of blocks produced at a pre-determined interval.

With the start of the new block time, ZERO nodes exchange information about the records included in the 
most recent block. This information is presented as hash of all hash records.

Only ZERO nodes can participate in the selection procedure. The formation of the proposed hash may be 
delayed depending on the node weight (balance on the accounts managed by it). A node can sign only 
one hash (a vote), or else it will be considered double spending. The weight of votes is equal to the weight 
of the node. Nodes keep collecting votes until the resulting hash has sufficient weight of votes (the sum 
of the weights of votes). After the winning hash is selected, all ZERO nodes calculate a new block and 
send their signatures for the new block to the ZeroState network. Only one signature from each node is 
allowed then. In most cases, all ZERO nodes should sign the same block.

In case of disagreement, the nodes with different block signatures will be disconnected from each 
other resulting in a fork. To reconnect to the network, a node needs to initiate synchronization. The 
synchronization includes review of the node data against the ZeroState Blockchain data in the earlier 
blocks of the target blockchain. 

ZeroAccount – storing and confirming state reviews

ZeroState Blockchain is a blockchain with a built-in Turing-complete programming language that 
will include the ZeroAccount contract account with all the permissions to create smart contracts by 
analogy with Ethereum (state contracts) for a certain fee on request of a network member. The fee 
will be transferred to the ZeroState account as a service fee and it will not exceed 10 ZSCoin. Such 
contracts will be standard and will be created for ZeroState advertisers. State contracts will operate 
the corresponding addresses with frozen balances. Addresses of state contracts will be able to receive 
transactions from advertisers to credit the balance, as well as to make transactions in accordance with 
the ZeroAccount instructions to the address specified by ZeroAccount. Thus, state contracts will be 
created by ZeroAccount that will receive a record from advertisers (local node) specifying data on the 
value of a state, its number, as well as basic transaction data on the fee. The state will be generated 
by the advertiser beforehand via the ZeroState app that will assign it a unique state identifier. After a 
transaction from an advertiser, ZeroAccount will create a corresponding state contract that in the future 
will obtain data from ZeroAccount on accounts that should be paid ZSCoin (with their amount originally 

http://zerostate.io 
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entered in the contract) from the contract balance.

ZeroAccount will use the ZeroState servers as a data source to obtain data on the existing states and 
reviews. ZeroAccount will be able to receive information on the state identifier and reviews.

In ZeroAccount, each cycle of new block creation accesses the server data to collect information on 
state reviews, state identifier and accounts that wrote a state review. After the data are correlated, 
ZeroAccount will send a command to a specific state contract with information about the accounts it 
needs to transfer ZSCoin tokens to. The price of a state review is included into the state contract at the 
time of its preparation. ZeroAccount commands, as well as transactions between accounts, get to a 
block of the ZeroState Blockchain.

The hashed reviews will be included into a block of the ZeroState Blockchain by a ZeroAccount transaction 
sent to the address of a specific state contract. Thus, if a state is changed in the ZeroState application, 
any network member will be able to check the state for conformity with the hash in the block of the 
ZeroState Blockchain.

A block of the ZeroState Blockchain, aside from the standard transaction 
data in the header, includes:

1. current time

2. number of messages in the block

3. number of nodes

4. dividends for the current period

5. account hash

6. ZERO node public keys hash (first key from a ZERO node manager, other 
keys are sorted by the node ID)

7. state unique number

8. review hash

9. state value

10. previous block hash

11. hash of all transaction messages in the block

12. final new block hash

Issuing and replacing ZSCoin tokens

To sell tokens, ZeroState will generate ERC20 Ethereum tokens that will become a temporary replacement 
of the future token in the ZeroState Blockchain infrastructure. ERC20 tokens will be distributed among 
the ZeroState community members and will be exchanged at open exchanges later. After the ZeroState 
Blockchain development and scaling are finished, the holders will be able to exchange ERC20 tokens for 
ZSCoin tokens in the ZeroState Blockchain infrastructure.
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When the ZeroState blockchain infrastructure is ready, the company will be able 
to implement emotional intelligence powered by blockchain through tokenizing 
feelings. ZSCoin tokens purchased on the stock exchange and placed by advertisers 
on the platform will be converted into feelings or «states» at the time of their transfer 
to the user as payment. ZeroState fee will be 20% of each advertising budget as 
payment for the services and company costs.

We estimate that, depending on the funds raised, one of the following three scenarios 
can unroll. In the most intensive scenario, the app audience will reach 800 million 
users in 29 countries by 2021. Active global expansion will require significant 
spending on marketing and promotion.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAISED FUNDS

Team

Marketing

Product and blockchain development

Legal expenses

Business expenses

Scaling

Operational expenses

10%

48%

12%

2%

10%

9%

9%

10%

40%

14%

2%

12%

10%

12%

Team

Marketing

Product and blockchain development

Legal expenses

Business expenses

Scaling

Operational expenses

10%

33%

16%

2%

14%

11%

14%

Team

Marketing

Product and blockchain development

Legal expenses

Business expenses

Scaling

Operational expenses

$4m $8m $20m

FUNDS RAISED

Depending on the scenario and the sum raised

$2m
PreSale
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Alexey Aslezov

Igor Karavaev Nathan Christian

CEO, coowner

Аdvisor Аdvisor

Pavel Petrov
CVO, coowner

Evgeniy Sosnin
CTO

Aleksey is the founder and CEO of ZeroState. Leveraging his 
extensive working experience in top managerial positions in the 
largest Russian companies and IT project management skills, 
Aleksey suggests SMART tasks and unique solutions in project 
management. He makes the project grow dynamically: from zero to 
a marketplace with global expansion.

Serial investor relations advisor of blockchain projects, top expert 
at icobench. Ex-executive Director at the Skolkovo Foundation, the 
leading Russian business incubator of hi-tech start-ups. Worked 
as a head of strategy, investments and business development of 
the largest international corporations.

Pavel is the idea generator and the heart of ZeroState project. His 
conceptual vision of business earned through 20+ years of work 
in private sector allows him to see What, How and Whom to sell 
to, making all the parties happy by the way. As a co-founder and 
manager of consulting and IT companies – RIC ConsultantPlus, 
Excimer, Oka-Atom, Pavel acquired indelible impressions about 
modern business development and set up his own business School 
of Feelings, where business becomes a lifetime experience. Pavel’s 
concept became the foundation for sincerity of ZeroState and 
helped advertisers and users trust each other naturally.

Evgeniy dedicated 20+ years to IT industry and is recognized 
as a top-class specialist by some of the largest international 
companies: Intel Co., Deutsche Bank, JnetX. Broad experience in 
development of banking and multimedia software products for 
Sberbank, Alpha Bank, Bank of Moscow does not impede Evgeniy 
from staying an IT enthusiast and living by the start-up spirit. He 
made ZeroState not just an app, but an emotional intelligence that 
is intuitive to use.

Aleksandr Mikhailov
CMO

Aleksander managed a full cycle digital agency for three years, 
taking part in web, blockchain and software projects of varying 
complexity. The experience of turn-key implementation of IT 
projects – from market research and design to development to 
market launch – makes Aleksander a valuable contributor to 
ZeroState marketplace. Just HODL.

ADVISORS
PEOPLE

TEAM
PEOPLE

Nathan is a technical expert in Blockchain-based accounting and 
financial applications. He is a Serial entrepreneur with over 35 
start-ups in his portfolio. He is deeply entrenched in the blockchain 
space and has made it both his career and life passion. He is an 
accomplished Blockchain and Fintech international speaker and 
is a Top 5 ranked member of the ‘People of Blockchain’. He is 
also diversely skilled in ICO strategy, development, venture capital 
investment, consulting and advising. He has earned his MBA and 
his BA with honors. He leads various executive education programs 
and is actively involved in consulting with corporations, banks, 
investment firms, stock exchanges, and law firms. 

A few of his current top ICO advisory projects include; TraDove, 
Friendz, Omnitude, Moonlite, VeriMe, BitRewards, and LedgerScore. 
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Alex Shiganov
Team Lead

#frontend #java

Alexey Ganin
Senior Backend Developer

#JavaScript, #C/C++, #NodeJS, #PostgreSQL, #MongoDB, 
#Redis, #RabbitMQ, #Nginx, #Linux, #HTML5, #CSS3, #Angular, 
#MPI, #OpenMP, #OpenCL, #CUDA, #MachineLearning, #Solidity, 
#Cordova, #AVR, #STM8 #STM32, #FreeRTOS, #Verilog, #FPGA

Galina Muravyeva
iOS developer

#C/С++/Objective-C

Sasha Karachinsky
Designer

Original branding with attention to details is a must to Sasha. His 
approach is based on emotions design. Design for Sasha is not 
work, but an art of satisfying hundreds of customers all over the 
world. Interfaces, usability, graphic design are not just words in 
Sasha’s art – they are tools for harmony. It explains why dozens 
of thousands of users return daily to the ZeroState universe – the 
universe of relaxation, entertainment and reflection.

Maxim Varganov
Community Manager

Releases, announcements, news, bloggers, and feedback make 
just a tiny portion of Maksim’s arenas where he is irreplaceable. 
Maksim is a writing editor, mastermind of virality and 4U concept. 
Maksim is in charge of positive user experience in ZeroState 
community and daily motivation messages in our corporate Slack.

Vasiliy Migulin
SMM, Growth Hacker

Come day or night, Vasiliy can tell you what Semantic, 
Demographic, Behavioural and Daypart came, through which 
channel and how many, beginning from the first touch and to 
LTV, and what about K-Factor and what to do about it… Vasiliy 
is antagonist of the LastClickWins principle and ARPC, CPA and 
NVC are, therefore, meaningless. If you are with ZeroState, and 
ZeroState is with you, it’s Vasiliy’s merit.

Serge Shilnov
Blockchain & ICO Mentor

Sergey is a blockchain evangelist to his fingertips. Blockchain 
architecture design, development, testing and infrastructure 
integration are Sergey’s daily routine. Being an adherer of Scrum 
agile development, he is agile in everything and has acquired 
quality experience in diverse ICOs. Sergey’s team makes ZeroState 
truly genuine.
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Disclaimer

The purpose of this document is to present the ZeroState advertising approach to ZSCoin token holders. 
The following information might not be exhaustive and does not imply any contractual relations. The 
document outlines the ZeroState project to enable assessment whether a detailed analysis of the company 
is needed for the purpose of purchasing ZSCoin tokens.

Nothing in this document can be construed as a project of any nature or a call to invest and no part hereof 
can be construed as an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction or a call for such an offer. This 
document was not prepared in compliance with any laws designed to protect investors and is not subject 
to them.

ZSCoin token is a utility token. This product is not digital (electronic) currency, security, commodity or any 
other financial instrument, is not registered in accordance with the US Securities Act of 1933 and does not 
fall under the securities legislation of any of the US states, or securities legislation of any other country or 
jurisdiction of which a potential token holder is a resident.

The ZSCoin token cannot be used for any purposes other than the ones presented in this whitepaper, in 
particular, for investment, speculation or other financial purposes.

The ZSCoin token is not intended for sale or use in jurisdiction where the sale or use of digital tokens may 
be prohibited.

The ZSCoin token does not give any rights in any form, in particular, the right to possess, distribute 
(including, without limitation, the revenue), redeem, liquidate, own (including all forms of intellectual 
property) and other financial or legal rights, except as directly established in this whitepaper.

Certain statements, estimates and financial information herein are projected statements or information. 
Such projected statements and information depend on several known and unknown risks and uncertainties 
that may cause actual events or results to differ significantly from the estimates or results implied or set 
forth in projected statements. The white paper is subject to change to provide more detailed information.

The main source of the official information about the ZSCoin token is this document in the Russian 
language. The information contained herein in the Russian language may be from time to time translated 
into other languages or used in written or oral communication to the existing and potential customers, 
partners, etc.

Some information contained herein may be lost, distorted or misrepresented in translation and 
communication. The accuracy of such alternative messages cannot be guaranteed. In case of conflict or 
inconsistency between translations, messages and the official document in English, the provisions hereof 
in Russian shall prevail.

This document does not contain and essentially does not constitute an offer for the sale of shares or 
securities of IdeMind, Inc. or any related company.

The buyer shall understand that IdeMind, Inc. will not provide any compensation under any circumstances.
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